Methods and devices are provided for detecting and preventing cheating in online gaming. Some implementations provide gaming information in formats that are difficult for a bot to interpret, but which are preferably easy for humans to interpret. Some implementations of the invention involve the tracking and analysis of players' gaming activities. Some implementations of the invention provide a multi-tier approach to data analysis. Some analyses may be performed, for example, by a centralized computing device such as a server, whereas other analyses may be performed by a host device. In some implementations, “challenge and response” measures will be employed. Some implementations of the invention involve detection and prevention of collaboration between players.
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DETECTING AND PREVENTING BOTS AND CHEATING IN ONLINE GAMING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a divisional of and claims priority to co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/480,713, entitled “DETECTING AND PREVENTING BOTS AND CHEATING IN ONLINE GAMING,” filed Jul. 3, 2006, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and for all purposes.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present disclosure relates to gaming devices, methods, and networks. In particular, the invention relates to wagering games conducted via the Internet, which will sometimes be referred to herein as “online gaming” or the like. However, as described below, the invention is not limited to wagering games.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Although Internet wagering games are currently illegal in the United States, they are very popular in many parts of the world. A recent poll of United States citizens determined that approximately 67% believed that the United States government should allow entities based in the United States to legally provide Internet wagering games.

[0004] One barrier to the further acceptance of online gaming by the United States government (and other governments) is the perception that online gaming very often involves cheating. Such cheating may take various forms. For example, some players are known to use so-called “bots” (or similar software) for Internet wagering games. These bots can apply perfect or nearly perfect strategies during game play. Other types of cheating involve unfair collaboration between players.

[0005] In some instances, the foregoing techniques have been combined to produce an even greater advantage. Moreover, some online players use multiple devices for cheating. For example, a player may use a first personal computer (“PC”) for participation in online gaming via, e.g., a gaming application and a restricted user account. A bot and remote control software may be running on a second PC, whereby the games played on the first PC are being controlled by the bot on the second PC. In this way, a human will appear to be participating in the online gaming sessions and could even interact with other players or provide other human responses that would be difficult to automate.

[0006] It will probably be illegal to provide Internet wagering games in the United States and other jurisdictions until it can be proven to gaming regulators that the games can be provided in a fair and honest fashion. Accordingly, it would be very desirable to develop new methods for detecting and preventing cheating in wagering games conducted via the Internet.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Methods and devices are provided for detecting and/or preventing cheating in online gaming. Some implementations provide gaming information in formats that are difficult for a bot to interpret, but which are preferably easy for humans to interpret. Some implementations of the invention involve the tracking and analysis of players’ gaming activities.

[0008] Some implementations of the invention provide a multi-variable and/or a multi-tier approach to data analysis. A centralized computing device such as a server may perform some analyses, for example, whereas a host device may perform other analyses. In some implementations, “challenge and response” measures will be employed. Some implementations of the invention involve detection and prevention of collaboration between players.

[0009] Some implementations of the invention provide a gaming method that includes steps: gathering gaming data on a host device while online gaming software is executing on the host device; evaluating a first component of the gaming data to detect first indicia of cheating, the first component of the gaming data comprising financial data; and invoking cheating countermeasures when first indicia of cheating are detected. The first indicia of cheating may, for example, comprise win frequency indicia or win amount indicia. In some such implementations, a central computing device performs the evaluating step, at least in part. However, this need not be the case; other devices, including but not limited to host devices or other local devices, may perform at least part of such evaluations.

[0010] The cheating countermeasures may comprise evaluating a second component of the gaming data for second indicia of cheating. For example, the cheating countermeasures comprise causing a central device to query a selected host device for second indicia of cheating. The second indicia of cheating may indicate the use of a bot to control, at least in part, game play decisions. The second indicia of cheating may comprise at least one of play consistency indicia, reaction time indicia or optimal play indicia.

[0011] Alternative gaming methods are provided herein. One such method includes these steps: gathering gaming data on a first plurality of host devices while online gaming software is executing on the plurality of host devices; evaluating a first component of the gaming data on a central computing device to detect first indicia of cheating, the first component of the gaming data comprising financial data; analyzing a second component of the gaming data gathered by at least one of the first plurality of host devices to detect second indicia of cheating; and invoking cheating countermeasures when first indicia of cheating or second indicia of cheating are detected.

[0012] The analyzing step may, for example, be performed by a host device in response to a signal from the central computing device. The signal may be sent by the central computing device in response to detecting first indicia of cheating. The second indicia of cheating may be play consistency indicia, reaction time indicia, collusion indicia and/or optimal play indicia. When a bot is detected according to at least one of the first indicia of cheating or the second indicia of cheating, the cheating countermeasures may involve preventing the bot from participating in games involving human participants.

[0013] The gaming method may include the step of transmitting a signal from the central computing device to a second plurality of host devices in response to detecting first indicia of cheating. The analyzing step may involve evaluating collusion indicia and may be performed, at least in part, by the central computing device based on information received from the second plurality of host devices. The information may, for example, comprise results of an analysis performed by the
second plurality of host devices. Accordingly, the analyzing step may be performed, at least in part, by the second plurality of host devices.

[0014] The analyzing step may involve collusion detection. For example, the analyzing step may involve determining lapse times during which a player’s game play is worse than the player’s normal level of game play and/or determining whether one or more other players consistently win during a player’s lapse times.

[0015] Other gaming methods of the invention involve the steps of providing an online wagering game involving a plurality of host devices and at least one game server, and presenting game data required for participation in the online wagering game in a format that requires a human interface or the use of pattern recognition methods.

[0016] For example, the game data may comprise playing card data and the format presentation may comprise varying an angle of rotation for a playing card, varying positions of playing card symbols on the playing cards, a variable display of playing card hands. The variable display may comprise providing playing card hands as a single image of fanned-out playing cards. Alternatively, or additionally, the format presentation may comprise playing card images displayed as playing card backs, wherein playing card symbols are temporarily shown only at turned up corners of the playing card images.

[0017] The format presentation may comprise an entire screen of game play information, including player input areas, displayed as one image. For example, the player input areas may comprise buttons that are displayed in different areas of the image at different times.

[0018] Some game data required for participation in the online wagering game may be provided in the format of voice commands. The voice commands may be provided as voices having a variety of regional accents. Wagering data for participation in the online wagering game may be provided as images of wager tokens, such as images of poker chips.

[0019] Still other gaming methods are provided herein. One such method includes these steps: gathering game play data while players are using a plurality of host devices to play Internet wagering games; analyzing the game play data to determine individual players’ typical gaming styles and times of deviation from the typical gaming styles; and comparing times of deviation from players’ typical gaming styles to determine instances of probable collusion between players. The method may also include the following steps: determining locations of at least some of the plurality of host devices; and determining whether at least some of the instances of probable collusion involve multiple host devices at one location.

[0020] The present invention provides hardware that is configured to perform the methods of the invention, as well as software and/or firmware to control devices to perform these and other methods. These and other features of the present invention will be presented in more detail in the following detailed description of the invention and the associated figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates a network that may be used to implement some aspects of the invention.

[0022] FIGS. 2A through 2F illustrate displays that may be used to implement some aspects of the invention.

[0023] FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate graphical user interfaces (“GUIs”) that may be used to implement some aspects of the invention.

[0024] FIG. 4 is a flow chart that outlines some methods of the invention.

[0025] FIG. 5 is a flow chart that outlines other methods of the invention.

[0026] FIG. 6 is a flow chart that outlines yet other methods of the invention.

[0027] FIG. 7 is a flow chart that outlines alternative methods of the invention.

[0028] FIG. 8 illustrates a network device that may be configured according to some aspects of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0029] In this application, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be obvious, however, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be practiced without some or all of these specific details. In other instances, well known process steps have not been described in detail in order not to obscure the present invention.

[0030] The present invention provides novel methods and devices to detect and/or prevent cheating in online gaming, including but not limited to gaming that involves wagering games. Moreover, although many exemplary methods will be described in the context of online poker games, some aspects of the present invention are not so limited, but instead apply generally to games conducted via the internet.

[0031] A simplified depiction of one such network is shown in FIG. 1. It will be appreciated that other types of networks involving different devices, more or fewer devices, etc., may be used to implement the present invention. For example, game provider 105 provides Internet wagering games, but is not a gaming establishment (such as a casino or the like) that provides on-site wagering games. However, in alternative implementations, game provider 105 may be associated with such a gaming establishment.

[0032] In this example, game provider 105 provides Internet wagering games via one or more of servers 110, 115, 120 and 125. In some implementations, servers 110, 115, 120 and 125 may be configured for specialized tasks. For example, server 110 may be primarily configured to provide games, server 115 may be primarily configured to provide authentication/identification functions, server 120 may be primarily configured to provide cheating detection services and related countermeasures, and server 125 may be primarily configured to provide accounting and financial services.

[0033] However, tasks may be apportioned among devices in any convenient fashion. For instance, host device 125 may allow an operator to monitor the activities of game provider 105 and of gaming participants, but may also be involved in some aspects of data analysis/cheating detection. As described in more detail below, players’ host devices may also be involved in some aspects of data gathering and analysis.

[0034] Telephone 130 allows direct verbal communication between personnel of game provider 105 and others, including gaming participants. Storage devices 137 allow storage of data, including but not limited to accounting and financial data, game play data, player data, analyses, etc. In some implementations of the invention, storage is provided at another location, e.g., via a storage network. Such storage
may, for example, provide data mirroring or other types of redundancy. Preferably, redundant blades, servers and/or other devices provide failover protection.

[0035] Firewall 135 is interposed between the devices of game provider 105 and Internet 111. Game provider 105 provides wagering games to players in locations 140, 160 and 170, and to wireless device 180, via Internet 111. In this example, location 140 includes PC 145 and PC 150, location 160 includes laptop 165 and location 170 includes iBook™ 175. Wireless device 180 is a personal digital assistant in this example.

[0036] Financial institution 185 is also connected to Internet 111, via firewall 190. Financial institution 185 may be a bank, a credit union, a credit card company, or another such institution. Part of the online gaming process may involve the transfer of funds to and/or from network devices of financial institution 185. For example, game provider 105 may also provide account reconciliation services, periodic reports or gaming wins and losses, etc., in connection with financial institution 185.

[0037] It will be appreciated that games could be played via devices other than those illustrated in FIG. 1 and that other devices not shown in FIG. 1 may be used within the scope of the invention. For example, some methods and devices described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/981,435, entitled “LOCATION AND USER IDENTIFICATION FOR ONLINE GAMING” and filed on Nov. 3, 2004, which is hereby incorporated by reference, may advantageously be used in connection with the present invention. Such devices include, but are not limited to, location detection devices and biometric devices (such as retinal scanners, hand and/or fingerprint scanners, voice recognition devices and the like).

[0038] Moreover, it will be appreciated that one or more networks other than Internet 111 may be used to implement various aspects of the invention, such as a satellite network, a wireless network, a metro optical transport, the PSTN, etc. Accordingly, a variety of protocols may be used for communication, such as Internet Protocol (“IP”), Fiber Channel (“FC”), FC over IP (“FCIP”), Internet SCSI (“iSCSI,” an IP-based standard for linking data storage devices over a network and transferring data by carrying SCSI commands over IP networks), Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (“DWDM,” an optical technology used to increase bandwidth over existing fiber optic backbones), or Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA, a wireless cellular communication technology).

[0039] Existing online gaming applications generally seek to convey as little information as possible, for the sake of speed and efficiency. Before play begins, game software will have been downloaded and card images will have typically been cached on a player’s PC for quick reference. Any reference to that symbol and card image (e.g., a command instructing a display device to “show the 2 of Hearts image”) is an indication to a bot that “I have a 2 of Hearts.” A human player generally does not know that he or she has a 2 of Hearts until an image of the card is presented on the screen.

[0040] Some aspects of the present invention provide methods and devices for preventing cheating in online gaming, or at least for making cheating more difficult and less prevalent. For example, some implementations of the present invention provide gaming information in formats that are difficult for a bot to interpret, but which preferably are easy for humans to interpret.

[0041] In order to make the use of bots more difficult, some implementations of the invention present playing card and/or hand images in a manner that is difficult for bots to interpret. Instead of using commands that reference playing card images, a new card or hand image may be downloaded when cards are “dealt.”

[0042] Some exemplary playing card images are illustrated in FIGS. 2A through 2F. FIGS. 2A through 2C provide examples of card images 200, 210 and 215 wherein card symbol 201 and suit symbol 205 are presented in different formats and positions. In each case, the card image indicates an Ace of Hearts in a format that a person would readily understand, but which may be challenging for a bot to interpret, even if pattern-recognition software was used.

[0043] Here, card symbol 201 of FIG. 2A has a different font from that of card symbol 201 indicated in FIG. 2B and is in a different portion of the card. The stipped, hand-drawn outline of an “A” shown in FIG. 2C is merely one example of how letters and numbers may be distorted in ways that are difficult for pattern recognition software to interpret properly.

[0044] In FIGS. 2A through 2C, suit symbol 205 has a different size and a different aspect ratio. FIG. 2B illustrates how positioning card symbol 201 near suit symbol 205 can convey information that will be easily understood by a person, but could be difficult for pattern recognition software to sort out. In this example, the overall shape of card symbol 201 and suit symbol 205 could be interpreted as, e.g., a diamond shape. This effect is enhanced in FIG. 2B because suit symbol 205 is not solidly filled.

[0045] In some implementations of the invention, the entire playing card (or hand of playing cards) may be displayed as if it were rotated and/or distorted in some fashion. As illustrated in FIG. 2D, card images 220 can be displayed as rotated playing cards. Some implementations of the invention create a display of a card dealer who appears to flip cards toward the players, but they land a little bit skewed. The cards may be rotated as shown in card image 220 of FIG. 2D, or they may appear to land in other orientations. The card images may be perfectly or imperfectly aligned.

[0046] The apparent playing card orientations may change, e.g., randomly. In some implementations, the apparent playing card orientations change within a predetermined range that is deemed to be tolerable to human players (e.g., rotated up to 45 degrees from the vertical). Preferably, the angle of rotation is enough to be challenging for an image recognition program; accordingly, some such implementations have a minimum angle of skew (e.g., at least 15 degrees).

[0047] FIG. 2E illustrates card image 225 wherein a card corner is briefly “flipped up” to reveal card symbol 201 and suit symbol 205. Such methods will be more readily integrated into particular games. For example, Texas Holdem involves an action of turning up a corner of a card, in order to identify the card. Nonetheless, these methods could be used in other card games that do not traditionally involve flipping up a card corner quickly, in order to provide another method for presenting playing cards in a manner that is difficult for a bot to recognize.

[0048] In some implementations, an entire hand of cards is downloaded as one image, e.g., as shown in FIG. 2F. Here, hand display 230 depicts a hand of playing cards that are fanned out as a player might hold a hand of cards. The spacing and angle of rotation can be varied. The position and type of display for card symbol 201 and suit symbol 205 may be...
varied, as described above. Images of individual cards may be displayed at some times and images of card hands may be displayed in other times.

[0049] Displays 300, 350 and 380 of FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C, respectively, provide additional examples of displays that may be used to implement some aspects of the invention. Such GUIs can make it difficult for a bot to participate in an online card game, while providing a convenient user interface for human players. Displays 300, 350 and 380 are examples of GUIs that may be used to implement various types of online poker games. It will be appreciated that other controls, more or fewer controls or cards, etc., may be used in GUIs that are within the scope and spirit of the invention. For example, alternative implementations provide blackjack GUIs, GUIs for other poker games, etc.

[0050] FIG. 3A, for example, includes control portion 301 with individual control buttons that a player may use to fold (button 310), ante (button 315), hold (button 320), raise (button 325) and/or draw (button 330). FIG. 3A depicts individual card images 307 in card portion 305. In some implementations of the invention, individual card images 307 can be changed independently from the rest of display 300. Accordingly, display 300 could be used to implement some aspects of the invention wherein an overall configuration of a GUI persists when some elements change: in this example, one or more cards of card portion 305 could be replaced, while maintaining the overall configuration of control portion 301. Such changes may occur when new cards are drawn, between hands, etc.

[0051] In alternative implementations of the invention, however, a new GUI may be downloaded, for example, each time a new hand (or even a new card) is provided to a player. In some such implementations of the invention, a GUI will be changed more frequently as a countermeasure in response to, e.g., a suspected bot. Such countermeasures will be described in more detail below.

[0052] Display 350 of FIG. 3B provides features similar to those of FIG. 3A, including the depiction of individual playing card images. However, control portion 301 and card portion 305 are presented in different parts of display 350, as compared to display 300. It will be appreciated that even if the same buttons are used in control portion 301 and the same number of playing cards are displayed, many alternative arrangements of controls and playing cards may be used in similar GUIs. Accordingly, some implementations of the invention provide GUIs that have few or no changes when there is no indication of bot use, but wherein the frequency and/or the magnitude of the change increases when bot play is suspected.

[0053] For example, display 380 of FIG. 3C provides a modification of display 350 that should not be overly disruptive to a player, yet should be significantly more challenging for a bot to interpret. The buttons in control portion 301 have been shifted. Card portion 305 is presented as a single hand of fanned-out cards. In some such implementations, the playing card images in card portion 305 may be individually replaced when a player draws cards, and in other implementations a new “hand of cards” image is downloaded and presented in card portion 305 when a player draws cards.

[0054] It will be appreciated that the examples of displays shown and described herein are merely illustrative of many ways in which displays may be presented and/or altered within the scope of the invention. For example, in some implementations of the invention, the format, shape and/or position of a card symbol and/or suit symbol, playing cards, controls of a GUI, etc., may change over time (e.g., from hand to hand). Other positions, shapes, etc., may be used for card symbols and suit symbols within the scope of the invention. Moreover, images of chips or the like may be used for wagering instead of numerical bets.

[0055] Some cheaters may use image/pattern recognition software in conjunction with a bot in attempts to work around some of the foregoing display methods. However, many cheaters will not be able to do this easily. Even relatively sophisticated cheaters would require a certain amount of time to implement the required image recognition software.

[0056] As increasingly effective image recognition software is deployed, other display methods, cheating detection methods, etc. can be implemented in response. Such methods may be applied across the board or as countermeasures to specific instances of suspected bot use.

[0057] Moreover, some pattern recognition software will be able to correctly interpret game information in displays (or other necessary game information, such as that provided by audio prompts) only part of the time. These inaccuracies will be characteristic of certain versions of pattern recognition software and can be tracked and recognized. Certain versions of bots and/or pattern recognition software may be identified and categorized according to such idiosyncrasies.

[0058] Such identification and categorization is one example of more generalized methods that may be applied to track, determine and analyze characteristics of players and bots. An overview of some such methods will now be described with reference to flow chart 400 of FIG. 4.

[0059] The methods shown and described herein, including but not limited to those outlined in FIG. 4, are not necessarily practiced in the sequence shown or described. Moreover, the methods shown and described herein may have more or fewer steps than are indicated herein. For example, it may be necessary to provide gaming software (step 407) only at certain times, e.g., initially, when there are updates, etc. However, players’ eligibility should be determined (step 405) not only during an initial registration process, but also before each session of gaming.

[0060] In step 401, a request is received (e.g., by a device of game provider 105) from a player for online gaming. In step 405, it is determined whether a player is eligible to participate in the online gaming. If a wagering game is involved, the player’s location will need to be one in which the type of wagering game is permitted. Moreover, the player’s identity and age need to be determined, in order to ensure that the player is old enough to play wagering games.

[0061] The player’s available credit, creditworthiness, etc., should also be evaluated. However, although the financial aspects of online gaming are multi-faceted and highly important, they are not the main thrust of this application and will not be elaborated upon herein. Known methods of addressing such needs may be applied when implementing the present invention.

[0062] Any type of personal identification methods and devices known in the art may be used to identify a player. Data used in an initial registration process are preferably stored for subsequent use. For example, the player may be asked to use biometric device such as retinal scanner, a fingerprint reader, etc., and to transmit the data obtained from the biometric device to a central location. The player may be asked to input a confirmation number, swipe a card, and/or use a special dongle having an encrypted password, a key, etc. The player
may be asked to make an oral response during a telephone call to a telephone number associated with the player’s location. The oral response may be analyzed, e.g., according to known voice biometrics of a user obtained during a registration process, to verify the user’s identity. The user may also be prompted to make statements verifying his or her identity, age, a maximum amount available for wagering or other statements, which are preferably recorded and stored.

In some implementations, if the user’s location is fixed, the location will be determined in part by reference to a database of land telephone lines, modems, etc., and corresponding addresses. The location may be verified by reference to a location determined by other methods, e.g., by use of a “traceroute” or similar program to determine the location of an Internet service provider’s network device that is near a user’s host device.

However, some players may use a mobile device, such as wireless device 180 of FIG. 1, for gaming. Accordingly, a user’s location may change, even during the course of a gaming session. Therefore, in some implementations, a user’s location is determined in other ways, e.g., by reference to positioning information provided by a cellular telephone network. For example, if the user is called on a cellular telephone to verify his or her identity, it may be presumed that the user’s location could change during the gaming session. The location is preferably checked again during the gaming session (if one is established) in order to ensure that the player is still within a jurisdiction that allows online gaming.

The device or devices that a player uses for online gaming are preferably identified and logged. Some implementations of the invention apply device fingerprinting techniques for device identification and/or verification. Some such fingerprinting techniques involve the exploitation of small deviations in processor clock skews. Relevant techniques are discussed, for example, in Kohno, Tadayoshi, “Remote Physical Device Fingerprinting” (IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy [May 2005]), which is hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes.

After a player’s eligibility is determined, gaming software is provided (step 407), e.g., by downloading the software from a server of game provider 105 to a player’s host device in an uncontrolled environment. In step 410, it is determined whether enough players are currently available to play a requested type of game. If there are sufficient players available, online games will be provided to eligible players.

In step 420, players’ gaming data are collected and analyzed. Some implementations of the invention involve the tracking and analysis of gaming data that includes, but is not limited to, the following: response time, win frequency, win amount, time spent playing, game play decisions and wagering decisions. A player’s responses and other gaming data are preferably tracked over a period of time.

For example, some implementations compare a player’s game play decisions with a “perfect” game play strategy. A player’s style of play may be determined and categorized, including but not limited to the percentage of the time a player makes optimal game play decisions, the length of typical gaming sessions, typical wagering amounts, etc. A normal variation in one or more such factors may be determined so that abnormal instances of game play can be determined.

Accordingly, some implementations of the invention involve calculating a player’s characteristic percentage of optimal decision-making, a player’s characteristic range of deviation from this characteristic percentage, a player’s characteristic range of deviation from perfect game play, or similar values. For example, a player may tend to make optimal decisions 90% of the time, on average, but the player may have made optimal decisions during 95% of a particular gaming session, during only 87% of another gaming session, etc. A player’s characteristic range of deviation may be, for example, a standard deviation, two standard deviations, etc. A player may tend, for example, to deviate gradually from perfect play as the player plays for an increasing length of time. If a player is suddenly playing at a level quite different from his or her historical range, this indicates that something is awry.

We would expect a bot’s response time to be very consistent unless it has been programmed otherwise. Humans are not that consistent. We would expect a person’s response time to vary within a predetermined range of an average response time. Therefore, another metric that can be logged, stored and evaluated is a player’s response time. A player’s response time should vary, but players may tend to be faster or slower than others. A player’s average response time and characteristic range of deviation from the average response time may be determined.

Some methods of the invention involve skill level classification, which may involve player classification and/or bot classification. For example, games (including but not limited to poker games) may be organized by skill level. Players could be grouped with other players at a similar skill level. Players who play at a higher level and/or win more would not be able to prey on beginners.

The data collection and analysis may be performed by a single device or by multiple devices. Some implementations of the invention provide a multi-tier approach to data collection and/or analysis, wherein data gathering and/or collection tasks are distributed among multiple devices. Certain types of data may be collected and/or analyzed at a central location and other types of data may be collected and/or analyzed at a host device, such as a player’s host device. As described in more detail below, some methods of the invention are performed, at least in part, by software installed on a player’s host device (e.g., downloaded to a player’s computer or the like).

In some implementations, game data are gathered by each host device during each gaming session. At the end of each session, these data are associated with a player and a host device, are time-stamped and are transmitted to a central storage device. Preferably, the data are compressed and hashed, for efficient data storage and to allow authentication. A copy is preferably retained on the host device (or an associated storage device).

In step 425, gaming data are evaluated for indicia of cheating. Many types of gaming data may be evaluated for indications of cheating within the scope of the invention. Preferably, data involving multiple variables are analyzed in order to increase the likelihood of correct determinations. For example, consistently perfect or nearly-perfect game play suggests that a player is actually a bot (or is using a bot or similar software). However, if the player also has a consistently small response time and can play for long time periods without making an error, the player is even more likely to be a bot.

One way to detect a bot by using a multi-variable analysis is to detect play that indicates a precise calculation of “pot odds” and related odds (such as implied odds and reverse
implied odds) in a poker game. These odds which can be difficult for a human being to compute; it is very unlikely that a person could quickly and consistently determine such odds accurately.

Pot odds are a ratio of how much money is already in a pot compared to the amount of money a player would have to put in the pot in order to remain in a hand. For example, if the pot is currently $150 and a player must put in $15 to remain in the hand, the pot odds are 15 to 1 or 10 to 1.

Ideally, the pot odds should be compared to the odds of winning a hand, which involves a determination of “implied odds” and “reverse implied odds.” “Implied odds” are the odds that take into account future bets. “Reverse implied odds” and “redraws” involve the chance that a player will achieve a desired hand after a draw, but will still lose the hand. If the player thinks that the odds of achieving what the player believes would be a winning hand are less than the pot odds (e.g., 1 in 5 in this example), the player should stay in the game.

Therefore, an accurate determination of pot odds involves both wagering data and play level data. Moreover, if a player’s response time is consistent and small when complex pot odds calculations (or similar calculations) are required, the player is probably a bot (or using a bot).

An alternative indication of cheating could be indicated when an evaluation of a player’s strategy indicates that the player is very consistently following a complex rule set, suggesting that a program/bot is actually making the decisions. Such methods are particularly effective in “corner cases” wherein the application of a simple rule set (one that a normal human might use) would indicate one response, but a more sophisticated mathematical analysis would indicate another response.

For example, if the player is dealt a pair of face cards and three cards to a royal flush, it is difficult to decide between going for the royal flush or just keeping the pair of face cards. Some players think the “safe” thing to do is hold the pair and draw three more cards for a chance at three of a kind, four of a kind or a full house. However, a mathematical analysis reveals that many poker games provide better long-term rewards for going for the royal flush. The actual corner cases that exist will vary from one type of game to the next, so that even if a player has memorized the best strategies for one type of game, he will unknowingly make some suboptimal choices in another very similar type of game. Therefore, some methods of the invention involve detecting such corner cases and determining whether a player is consistently making responses that only a computer program would be likely to make.

In step 430, it is determined whether indicia of cheating have been detected. This determination may be made by a central computing device, e.g., one associated with game provider 105, and/or by a device in another location, such as a player’s host device. If no indicia of cheating have been detected, play may continue as before (step 415).

However, if an indicium of cheating has been detected, cheating countermeasures are invoked (step 435). The term “cheating countermeasures” (and the like) is used herein to mean not only measures taken when cheating is indicated, but also measures taken when cheating or another irregularity is suspected. The severity of the countermeasures should be commensurate not only with the degree and type of cheating indicated, but also with the degree of certainty associated with the indiciation(s). For example, if there are preliminary indications of bot use, a display may be used that is believed to be more difficult for bots to interpret, the display type may be changed more frequently, etc. On the other hand, if there is a very high probability that cheating has occurred and is ongoing, a player may be prevented from further play, assessed a monetary penalty, etc. Certain users and/or devices may be “blacklisted” and tracked. Information about blacklisted players and/or devices may be provided to other entities, possibly for a price.

The detection of a bot would not necessarily result only in some sort of penalty. For example, some implementations require bots to play in “bot rooms” wherein player’s bots can compete against one another. For example, game provider 105 could assess a penalty against a person whose bot is caught competing against humans, but could actually facilitate bot-against-bot play. A game provider could even enable bot-against-bot tournaments. Some programmers have a great deal of pride in their work and may be very interested to determine how their bots would fare in such a tournament.

Some implementations of the invention require responses to audio and/or visual information in order to continue participating in a game. For example, a player may be required to respond correctly to a spoken question or command. A player may be prompted to perform an action to prove he or she is not a bot (“Wave at the camera,” “Stick out your tongue,” “Raise your right pinky,” “Make a list,” etc.). The actions could be, e.g., recorded on a webcam and transmitted to a central location for evaluation. The prompt is preferably in a form that would be difficult for a bot to detect (audio, hashed writing, etc.).

In some implementations of the invention, such requirements are countermeasures that are invoked when cheating is suspected. In such implementations, these types of “challenge and response” measures will be used only when (or will be used more frequently when) indicia of cheating have been detected and/or when a player is determined to be playing abnormally.

For example, if a player is using another player’s host device, the new player’s play characteristics may be sufficiently different to allow detection. An appropriate countermeasure might be to query the player, require identification, etc., to determine whether it is the same player or is at least an authorized player. Accordingly, some methods of the invention can help to verify that an under-age player is not using an older player’s ID, password and/or host device for online gaming.

In some alternative implementations, such requirements are implemented whether or not cheating is suspected. New actions may be required on a regular basis. A player could be required to leave a webcam on continuously during play, with the understanding that the player could be randomly monitored at any time. However, such requirements may not be popular with players.

Some required responses could be built into game play, to avoid distracting a player or breaking a player’s concentration. For example, instructions about game play could be given orally or in another form that would be difficult for a bot to interpret (e.g., “You are not allowed to raise at this point”). A human player would be able to respond appropriately, but a bot would probably not respond appropriately. In some implementations, the accent used for voice instructions is changed from time to time, because such changes are very challenging for voice recognition software.
Having an audio link between players could also help to root out bots. In some instances of game play, players will speak with various types of accents and possibly in various languages. If a player never speaks or never responds appropriately, the player is likely to be a bot. Players would have a vested interest in making sure they are playing against other humans. Players could report suspicious responses to a central game administrator. The administrator could provide various types of countermeasures, including any of the above detection/authorization methods, watching for other indications of a bot, etc. The administrator could send a message to other players, such as “BOT DETECTED” or the like. Such a notice would give other players a chance to leave the game. The administrator could terminate a cheater’s activity.

Some cheating detection methods are more resource-intensive than others. Given the high volume of activity and the large number of players involved in online gaming, selective application of cheating detection methods may be desirable. Therefore, some implementations of the invention involve multi-tiered detection methods, wherein one level of data analysis may trigger another level of data analysis. In some such implementations, the analyses may be distributed over multiple devices.

Some data collection and analyses may be more resource-intensive and may, therefore, be performed (at least in part) by devices other than a centralized computing device. For example, data gathering and/or analysis may be performed by software running on the host devices used by players, e.g., for Internet wagering games. The software may be provided, e.g., along with the software necessary for participating in Internet wagering games. Preferably, such software will need to be authenticated prior to or during each gaming session by a digital signature, a “heartbeat,” etc.

Some methods of the invention will now be described with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6. Referring first to FIG. 5, method 500 begins after a player’s request for gaming has been received and it has been determined that the player is eligible to play (in steps 401 and 405 or the like). In step 501, tracking software is provided along with gaming software. As used herein, the term “tracking software” and the like means software that can at least track player gaming data, but which may also be able to perform analysis and other higher-level functions.

The tracking software is preferably used at a high user permission level. This is because an application running at a low level cannot detect an application running at a higher level. However, an application running at a higher level can detect an application running at a lower level. Therefore, tracking software running at a higher level should be able to detect remote control software from a second PC running a “bot” program.

Some implementations of the invention require authentication of tracking software. For example, a server could check for the proper digital signature of tracking software. Some implementations involve a heartbeat (or the like) emitted by the tracking software and verified by a central system (and/or vice versa) as a condition for continued play. Such implementations may have the “heartbeat” be irregular, change over time, change each time a session is initiated and/or when other predetermined events occur, etc., to make it harder to spoof.

If it is determined that enough players are available (step 510), online games are provided to eligible players (step 515). In step 520, a first component of gaming data will be evaluated for first indicia of cheating. For example, some such implementations analyze financial indicia (e.g., win frequency and/or amounts) to determine whether such indicia exceed predetermined thresholds.

If first indicia of cheating are determined to exceed predetermined thresholds (step 525), other types of analyses may be initiated or reported. In this example, first indicia of cheating are determined in step 525 and therefore a second component of gaming data is evaluated for second indicia of cheating. (Step 535.) For example, a determination of greater-than-expected win frequency and/or win amounts in step 525 may trigger a more detailed investigation of a player’s response times, time spent playing, game play and wagering decisions, etc. (Step 530.) If second indicia of cheating are also determined (step 535), further cheating countermeasures are invoked (step 540). The term “further” is used here because subsequent levels of analysis can be considered one type of “countermeasure” as the term is used herein.

Some such implementations of the invention involve a two-tiered detection method, wherein “light” statistics are tracked by a server or other central computing device (e.g., how much money players are making, how often they win, how long they are playing, etc.) and “heavy” statistics (e.g., percentage of the time that are players making the best choice, response time, response time variation, etc.) are tracked by software running on a player’s PC or other host device. Statistics on the server are much harder to fake.

FIG. 6 outlines an instance of method 500 wherein the first component of gaming data is analyzed by a centralized computing device such as a server, by a host device associated with a gaming server, etc. (Step 601.) Here, data tracked by a server or another such central computing device are used as threshold indicators for further investigation. When first indicia of cheating are detected (step 605), a second component of gaming data is obtained (step 610) and evaluated (step 615).

In some such implementations, an administrator and/or a centralized computing device will query another device in step 610 (e.g., a host device or a storage device) for data and/or analytical results. For example, tracking software running on host devices may regularly collect relevant data and may perform certain types of analyses only in response to a prompt from a centralized computing device, an administrator, etc. Alternatively, the host device may perform relevant analyses on a routine basis but will report results to centralized computing device, an administrator, etc., only in response to queries and/or only when an analysis indicates that some form of cheating may be indicated: preferably, certain indicia of cheating (such as perfect game play) will be automatically reported by a host device.

If second indicia of cheating are detected (step 620), further cheating countermeasures may be invoked. (Step 625.) If one or more players is no longer able to play, it is possible that a particular game will need to be suspended until more players are available. Therefore, the process returns to step 510 to determine whether enough eligible players still desire to play the game.

However, if a player is cheating but still losing money, no action will be taken according to some implementations of the invention. Alternatively, cheaters who are winning or losing approximately the same amount as the average player may not immediately be prevented from playing, but instead may be flagged as cheaters, monitored and allowed to continue playing. These cheaters may be subjected to more
rigorous scrutiny than average players, because their cheating methods are likely to improve if they continue playing.

Moreover, the cheating of one player may involve intentionally helping another player. Some implementations of the invention involve detection and prevention of unfair collaboration between players, which will sometimes be referred to herein as "collusion" or the like. Just as a bot can be detected by perfect game play, collusion could be inferred by times of lapses/worse-than-normal game play that consistently benefit another player or players. By flagging instances in which a player's style of play gets worse and determining what other players are benefiting during those times, it may be possible to detect collusion between players.

For instance, when one player has a strong hand and his "partner" has a weak hand, the partner could take actions to drive the betting up, so that the partner could collect. The partner may be playing very well at other times, yet making blatant "mistakes" (e.g., in terms of wagering) when the partner has a strong hand. If the mistakes seem to defy the logic of a rational player and consistently benefit another player or players, there is probably collusion.

Because most forms of collusion will not appear to benefit all players involved, detecting collaboration may require analyses of more than one player's gaming history. For example, in some implementations of the invention, when one player is observed to be winning more than a threshold amount and/or more often than a threshold win frequency, not only that player but other players involved in the games will be investigated. Various indicia that suggest collusion may be investigated, including but not limited to (1) the consistent involvement of certain players during times that a player is winning; (2) more than one player being in the same location during times that the player is winning; and (3) abnormally bad decisions on the part of other players that consistently coincide with times that the player is winning.

One collusion detection method is outlined by flow chart 700 of FIG. 7. In this example, both first and second indicia of cheating have previously been detected, so the method begins with step 535 of FIG. 5. However, various other scenarios could trigger an investigation of collusion. One such example was described above, wherein a player appeared to be cheating but was nonetheless losing money. Such players could be flagged and used in a collusion analysis.

Next, the identities of a suspected colluder's recent opponents are determined (step 705). Players who have repeatedly been the suspected colluder's opponents are particularly suspect. Opponent gaming data are then obtained. (Step 710.) In this example, opponent gaming data are obtained by querying the opponents' host devices, but the opponent gaming data may be obtained in other ways, e.g., by querying a storage device of a game provider wherein such data are routinely stored.

Opponent gaming data are then evaluated, in conjunction with gaming data of the suspected colluder, for indicia of collusion. (Step 715.) In this example, it is determined whether more than one of the players has been in the same location during times that the player is winning. It is also determined whether abnormally bad decisions on the part of other players consistently coincide with times that another player is winning.

If collusion is detected, collusion countermeasures are invoked. (Step 725.) These countermeasures may be substantially the same as some described above, except that players with apparent losses may also be penalized. Moreover, a further investigation into the identities of other possible colluders may be triggered. For example, recent opponents of all of the suspected colluder's opponents may be identified; game data regarding these players may be obtained and analyzed, etc. If no collusion is detected, non-collusion countermeasures are invoked in this example, because first and second indicia of cheating had already been determined. Non-collusion countermeasures may include reassigning players to different games.

However, it is apparent that players don't have to be in the same location to be colluding with each other. Methods such as phone calls, instant messages, or even e-mail could also used effectively. Conversely, players in the same location are not necessarily colluding. Therefore, location alone is unlikely to be an accurate indicium of collusion.

FIG. 8 illustrates an example of a network device that may be configured for implementing some methods of the present invention. Network device 860 includes a master central processing unit (CPU) 862, interfaces 868, and a bus 867 (e.g., a PCI bus). Generally, interfaces 868 include ports 869 appropriate for communication with the appropriate media. In some embodiments, one or more of interfaces 868 includes at least one independent processor and, in some instances, volatile RAM. The independent processors may be, for example, ASICs or any other appropriate processors. According to some such embodiments, these independent processors perform at least some of the functions of the logic described herein. In some embodiments, one or more of interfaces 868 control such communications-intensive tasks as encryption, decryption, compression, decompression, packetization, media control and management. By providing separate processors for the communications-intensive tasks, interfaces 868 allow the master microprocessor 862 efficiently to perform other functions such as routing computations, network diagnostics, security functions, etc.

The interfaces 868 are typically provided as interface cards (sometimes referred to as "linecards"). Generally, interfaces 868 control the sending and receiving of data packets over the network and sometimes support other peripherals used with the network device 860. Among the interfaces that may be provided are FC interfaces, Ethernet interfaces, frame relay interfaces, cable interfaces, DSL interfaces, token ring interfaces, and the like. In addition, various very high-speed interfaces may be provided, such as fast Ethernet interfaces, Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, ATM interfaces, HSSI interfaces, POS interfaces, FDDI interfaces, ASI interfaces, DHEI interfaces and the like.

When acting under the control of appropriate software or firmware, in some implementations of the invention CPU 862 may be responsible for implementing specific functions associated with the functions of a desired network device. According to some embodiments, CPU 862 accomplishes all these functions under the control of software including an operating system and any appropriate applications software.

CPU 862 may include one or more processors 863 such as a processor from the Motorola family of microprocessors or the MIPS family of microprocessors. In an alternative embodiment, processor 863 is specially designed hardware for controlling the operations of network device 860. In a specific embodiment, a memory 861 (such as non-volatile RAM and/or ROM) also forms part of CPU 862. However, there are many different ways in which memory could be
coupled to the system. Memory block 861 may be used for a variety of purposes such as, for example, caching and/or storing data, programming instructions, etc.

Regardless of the network device's configuration, it may employ one or more memories or memory modules (such as, for example, memory block 865) configured to store data, program instructions for the general-purpose network operations and/or other information relating to the functionality of the techniques described herein. The program instructions may control the operation of an operating system and/or one or more applications, for example.

Because such information and program instructions may be employed to implement the systems/methods described herein, the present invention relates to machine-readable media that include program instructions, state information, etc., for performing various operations described herein. Examples of machine-readable media include, but are not limited to, magnetic media such as hard disks, floppy disks, and magnetic tape; optical media such as CD-ROM disks; magneto-optical media; and hardware devices that are specially configured to store and perform program instructions, such as read-only memory devices (ROM) and random access memory (RAM). The invention may also be embodied in a carrier wave traveling over an appropriate medium such as airwaves, optical lines, electric lines, etc. Examples of program instructions include both machine code, such as produced by a compiler, and files containing higher-level code that may be executed by the computer using an interpreter.

Although the system shown in FIG. 8 illustrates one specific network device of the present invention, it is by no means the only network device architecture on which the present invention can be implemented. For example, an architecture having a single processor that handles communications as well as routing computations, etc., is often used. Further, other types of interfaces and media could also be used with the network device. The communication path between interfaces may be bus based (as shown in FIG. 8) or switch fabric based (such as a cross-bar).

The above-described devices and materials will be familiar to those of skill in the computer hardware and software arts. Although many of the components and processes are described above in the singular for convenience, it will be appreciated by one of skill in the art that multiple components and repeated processes can also be used to practice the techniques of the present invention.

Although illustrative embodiments and applications of this invention are shown and described herein, many variations and modifications are possible which remain within the concept, scope, and spirit of the invention, and these variations would become clear to those of ordinary skill in the art after perusal of this application. Accordingly, the present embodiments are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the invention is not to be limited to the details given herein, but may be modified within the scope and equivalents of the appended claims.

We claim:
1-16. (canceled)
17. A gaming method, comprising:
   providing an online wagering game involving a plurality of host devices and at least one game server; and
   presenting game data required for participation in the online wagering game in a format that requires a human interface or the use of pattern recognition methods.
18. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein the game data comprise playing card data and wherein the format comprises varying an angle of rotation for a playing card.
19. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein the game data comprise playing card data and wherein the format comprises varying positions of playing card symbols on the playing cards.
20. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein the game data comprises playing card data and wherein the format comprises a variable display of playing card hands.
21. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein the game data comprise playing card data and wherein the format comprises playing card images displayed as playing card backs, wherein playing card symbols are temporarily shown only at turned up corners of the playing card images.
22. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein the format comprises an entire screen of game play information, including player input areas, displayed as one image.
23. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein some game data required for participation in the online wagering game are provided in the format of voice commands.
24. The gaming method of claim 17, wherein wagering data for participation in the online wagering game are provided as images of wager tokens.
25. The gaming method of claim 20, wherein the variable display comprises providing playing card hands as a single image of fanned-out playing cards.
26. The gaming method of claim 22, wherein the player input areas comprise buttons and wherein the format comprises displaying the buttons in different areas of the image at different times.
27. The gaming method of claim 23, wherein the voice commands are provided by voices having a variety of regional accents.
28. The gaming method of claim 24, wherein the images of wager tokens comprise images of poker chips.
29. A gaming method, comprising:
   gathering game play data while players are using a plurality of host devices to play Internet wagering games;
   analyzing the game play data to determine individual players' typical gaming styles and times of deviation from the typical gaming styles; and
   comparing times of deviation from players' typical gaming styles to determine instances of probable collusion between players.
30. The gaming method of claim 29, further comprising:
   determining locations of at least some of the plurality of host devices; and
   determining whether at least some of the instances of probable collusion involve multiple host devices at one location.
31-45. (canceled)